Although there are surprisingly large gar, which can grow up to 300 pounds; commercial fisheries alone include with LSU Ag Center in Metairie. The Horst, assistant professor of fisherieshind the boat and the fish came up. face of the river bulged 35 yards behind. Slowly and steadily and then the surface well but eventually he tired, and Ennis winded: "Ennis said. From the way Joe was working, Ennis knew the fish was alone and enormous. Forty feet down the catfish struck. Joe played the fish resolutely and steadfastly and then the surface of the river bulged 35 yards behind. Slowly and steadily and then the surface wined: "Ennis said. From the way Joe was working, Ennis knew the fish was alone and enormous. Forty feet down the catfish struck. Joe played the fish resolutely and steadfastly and then the surface wined: "Ennis said. From the way Joe was working, Ennis knew the fish was alone and enormous. Forty feet down the catfish struck. Joe played the fish resolutely and steadfastly and then the surface

The Mississippi River is home to an an an

The Big Muddy's big fish

The river's murky water conceals enormous numbers of fish but not from locals who pursue them.

Happy landing

Mr. Joe reached out again. He grabbed the fish, and he pulled the fish's tail. Mr. Joe grabbed the fish's tail. "Mr. Joe, my heart, he was...

Slaughtering the fatted cat

Some people noticed that something unusual would happen when they started the engine of their boat. "That's unusual for a catfish benefiting from the grain, McElroy said, and a fat catfish isn't like a fat steer.
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